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Background 
Drivers often have difficulty identifying paths to freeway and arterial exits and arterial 

driveway entrances in work zones with lane closures. The exit breaks in a continuous 

longitudinal array of standard orange and white striped panels and drums are hard for drivers to 

detect and recognize, which can result in erratic maneuvers, driver confusion and anxiety, and 

dangerous excursions into the work zone.  To provide clear guidance to exiting motorists, it has 

been proposed that the exit path be delineated with channelizing drums and panels that differ in 

color from standard construction traffic control devices. This low-cost safety strategy has been 

subjected to a preliminary field evaluation in Pennsylvania with promising results (Gannett 

Fleming, 2005). While this has been perceived as a positive step by PennDOT’s district 

personnel and their constituents, it has not been approved for statewide or long-term use by the 

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  The present study was designed to provide sufficient 

data for FHWA to make a final decision on PennDOT’s request to allow widespread use of 

alternate color channelization devices to delineate exits and driveways. This was accomplished 

through a literature review, extensive test track human factors analysis, test track simulation 

using Pennsylvania drivers as subjects, and open field evaluations of alternate channelizing 

device colors and placement strategies in active work zones. The objective of this research was 

to evaluate the effectiveness of using non-standard color channelizing devices to delineate paths 

to freeway and arterial exits through lane closures in work zones. 

 

Literature Review 
Standard Devices 

The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (USDOT, 2003) provides the federal 

guidelines for channelizing devices and their application.  The specifications for the color and 

pattern of drums and vertical panels are as follows: 

 

• In section 6F.62 the MUTCD states that drums shall “have alternating orange and white 

retroreflective stripes 100 to 150 mm (4 to 6 in) wide. Each drum shall have a minimum 

of two orange and two white stripes with the top stripe being orange.”   

• For vertical panels, section 6F.61 states, “Markings for vertical panels shall be 

alternating orange and white retroreflective stripes, sloping downward at an angle of 45 

degrees in the direction vehicular traffic is to pass.” 
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 Guidance for device spacing is specified under section 6F.58 of the MUTCD: 

 

• The spacing of channelizing devices should not exceed a distance in meters (feet) equal 

to 0.2 times the speed limit in km/h (1.0 times the speed limit in mph) when used for 

taper channelization, and a distance in meters (feet) equal to 0.4 times the speed limit in 

km/h (2.0 times the speed limit in mph) when used for tangent channelization.   

 

Some prior research suggests that the existing MUTCD spacing guidelines perform well (Opiela 

and Knoblauch, 1990), while others suggest that these spacings can be increased without 

significant risk (National Cooperative Highway Research Program, 1981).  However, a recent 

study on reduced channelizing device spacing conducted by the Maryland State Highway 

Administration suggests that “Reduced channelizing device spacing may be used at intersections 

to reduce the frequency of deliberate and/or inadvertent traffic encroachments.”  (Maryland State 

Highway Administration, 2005).  This study also included a state-of-the-practice online survey 

revealing that “among DOTs with their own channelizing device spacing policies, there is a 

tendency towards the use of reduced channelizing device spacing to increase driver alertness and 

as a consequence increase road worker’s safety and to address special traffic conditions.”  Some 

examples are: 

 

• Maryland’s Work Zone Safety Toolbox recommends device spacing at 20 ft at 

intersections in work zones at speeds of 45 mph or less, and 40 ft at speeds greater than 

45 mph.   

• Virginia’s policy results in devices spaced at about half the distance recommended in the 

MUTCD.   

• New York State DOT reduced the spacing in order to discourage intrusions in work areas 

at night (New York State Department of Transportation, 1995) and specifies that all 

devices be spaced 40 ft apart in areas where workers are close to traffic.   

 

In addition, a report on guidelines for the  design and operation of nighttime traffic control for 

highway maintenance and construction by the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 

recommended “The channelizing device spacing should be reduced to half the normal tangent 
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spacing or less [at interchanges] to provide enhanced guidance through these areas.” (National 

Cooperative Highway Research Program, 2002). 

 

Alternative Devices 
There is a small but significant body of research that suggests using channelization 

markers of a different color could provide clearer optical guidance to drivers exiting mainstream 

traffic.  Research conducted by Germany’s Ministry of Traffic in the early 1990s developed a 

concept of coding the worksite through size, color, and shape configuration.  This study 

recommended that “The area of junctions should absolutely be marked by a change in the 

assignment of shape and color to the elements.” (Federal Ministry for Transport, Building, and 

Housing, 1992).  Further studies based on this research suggest that when compared to existing 

practices, delineating the exit path with markers that differed in height and configuration from 

those of the mainline traffic results in a significantly smoother adjustment in the speed of the 

vehicle approaching the interchange (Federal Ministry for Transport, Building, and Housing, 

1994).  One study conducted by the University of Kansas (Myer, 2002), however, suggested that 

the benefits of using alternate devices may be restricted to poor exit visibility conditions and that 

when the exit ramp was clearly visible using standard devices, there may be little difference in 

exiting speeds by switching to alternative color devices.  However, whether or not an exit is 

“clearly visible” is subjective and subject to change given traffic, weather, and lighting 

conditions. 

 

Research conducted for Pennsylvania using alternative color vertical panels and drums in various 

freeway and major arterial construction projects provides some additional support for this 

concept (Gannett Flemming, 2005).  In this study, drums with alternating green, white, and 

orange stripes and vertical panels using alternating green and  fluorescent yellow stripes meeting 

the pattern and dimensional MUTCD standards were used at exits on a four-lane highway and at 

three major arterials.  The results, when compared to baseline trials of the standard orange and 

yellow devices in similar conditions (with the spacings matching MUTCD guidelines), yielded 

an overall average decrease of 50 percent in erratic maneuvers in the tested areas.  This study 

also conducted a driver satisfaction survey of motorists’ comprehension of the device meaning 

when they were driving through the work zones with alternate channelizing devices.  The survey 

yielded the following feedback: 
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• When asked how well they could perceive the intersection, 64 percent of the respondents 

stated that it was better with the alternate device treatment. 

• When asked how the alternative device treatment rated compared to the conventional 

treatment, more than 84 percent of respondents gave a response that indicated the 

alternative device treatment was preferable.  

• When the drivers were presented with a diagram of four choices between the existing 

orange and white panels and drums, and the alternate panels and drums, 76 percent 

preferred the green and yellow panels, while almost 85 percent preferred the green, white, 

and orange drums.   

 

Test Track Human Factors Expert Evaluation 
Overview 

The federal Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (USDOT, 2003) states, “The 

purpose of traffic control devices, as well as the principles for their use, is to promote highway 

safety and efficiency by providing for the orderly movement of all road users on streets and 

highways throughout the Nation.  Traffic control devices notify road users of regulations and 

provide warning and guidance needed for the reasonably safe, uniform, and efficient operation of 

all elements of the traffic stream.”  The MUTCD further states, “To be effective, a traffic control 

device should convey a clear, simple meaning.” 

 

Work zones are generally designed using the basic principles of an approach known as positive 

guidance.  Positive guidance combines the disciplines of human factors and traffic engineering to 

“determine what information the driver needs and how best to transmit it” (Alexander and 

Lunenfeld, 1975).  In the parlance of positive guidance, as it relates to this research, catastrophic 

system failures (incursions into the work zone) at the guidance level of driver performance (safe 

path selection) are a result of violations in driver expectancy (what the driver expects based on 

the presented information and past experience). 

 

As alluded to earlier, when a driver is traversing a lane closure work zone that extends through 

the driver’s intended exit, the driver must be able to determine at what point along the string of 

orange and white traffic control devices to leave the traveled way.  Often the only clue to this is a 

break (a larger separation or gap) in the drums or panels; however, such breaks can occur for 
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numerous other reasons such as faulty placement or loss of a device due to wind or contact with 

previously passing vehicles.  Also, the foreshortening effect of viewing discrete delineation over 

long distances typical to driving scenarios makes detecting a break or gap in the delineation at 

reasonable distances difficult even under optimal conditions, an effect that is exacerbated at night 

and during fog and precipitation. 

 

Current experience in Pennsylvania with experimental treatments has been limited to delineating 

the exit path with different color devices while continuing to use existing placement strategies 

(Gannet Flemming, 2005).  In addition to looking at a one-to-one replacement of standard 

devices in the exit area, the present study also looked at optimizing the operational aspects of the 

placement of these devices.  For example, should the devices be extended back longitudinally 

from the exit along a path that would mimic the length of an exit taper and auxiliary lane?  

Should the devices be used to fully delineate the gore area as well? 

 

Method 
Standard positive guidance procedures (Lunenfeld and Alexander, 1990) were employed 

to determine if using alternative channelizing panels and drums to delineate exit paths in lane 

closure work zones can improve driver guidance information and, therefore, driving 

performance. Specifically, existing strategies used in Pennsylvania were compared to alternate 

color channelizing devices and alternate patterns of deployment. 

 

The evaluation was generally based on positive guidance methods introduced by Lunenfeld and 

Alexander (1990) and applied to work zones in a recent report by Ullman and Schrock (2003). 

These latter researchers described four key steps to applying positive guidance to work zones: 

“visibility assessment, expectancy violation determination, information load analysis, and 

information needs specification.”  Full-scale test track “simulations” were viewed by the Penn 

State research team keeping in mind the following questions for each simulation (from Ullman, 

and Schrock, 2003): 

 
1. HAZARD VISIBILITY ASSESSMENT 

o Does any object, device, or geometric feature require a reaction from approaching 

traffic? 
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2. DRIVER EXPECTANCY VIOLATION 

o Does any geometric feature such as a vertical or horizontal curve hide hazards 

from a driver’s view? 

o Does any feature lead the driver in an unintended direction or incorrect decision? 

3. INFORMATION LOAD ANALYSIS 

o Do any devices have to compete for the driver’s attention with other information? 

o Are there ways to spread out or reduce the amount of information presented? 

4. INFORMATION NEEDS SPECIFICATION 

o Does each hazard or expectancy violation have correct advance information to 

direct drivers? 

o Is the advance warning information too close or too far away from the hazard? 

o Is the proper driving path emphasized enough to overcome any visual clutter? 

 

Fourteen candidate work zone layouts were evaluated. Two of these used standard devices and 

deployment only: one with orange and white panels, and one with orange and white drums; the 

other 12 used panels, drums, or a combination, with orange and white devices on the approach 

and downstream of the exit and green and yellow devices in and/or near the exit (Table 1).  The 

basic methodology was to create a “dummy” work zone at the Test Track Facility of the Thomas 

D. Larson Pennsylvania Transportation Institute (LTI), including a lane closure and exit.  Each 

simulation was used to evaluate one delineation strategy using various placement patterns. The 

experimenters drove through the simulated work zone at LTI’s test track in a 2006 Chevrolet 

Impala sedan at 35 mph in the daytime and at night. The layouts highlighted in yellow on Table 

1 were determined to be the most promising and were selected for full-scale daytime and 

nighttime test track evaluation, using as subjects Pennsylvania drivers who were representative 

of the U.S. driving population in age and gender. 
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Table 1. Conditions tested in the human factors evaluation. (Conditions highlighted were selected for the test track evaluation.) 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond  
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Baseline 1 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels on tangent before 

Baseline 2 Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

PANELS ONLY 

Test 1 Panels O/W Panels G/Y Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 Panels O/W Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W Panels on tangent before 

DRUMS ONLY 

Test 4 Drums O/W Drums G/Y Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

Test 5 Drums O/W Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

Test 6 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

PANELS AND DRUMS 

Test 7 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

Test 8 Panels O/W Panels G/Y Panels O/W Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

Test 9 Panels O/W Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

Test 10 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

Test 11 Drums O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 

Test 12 Drums G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W Drums on tangent before 
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Test Track Pennsylvania Driver Evaluation 
Overview 

The most promising alternate work zone channelization strategies identified through the 

literature review and test track human factors evaluation underwent a controlled field evaluation 

using actual Pennsylvania drivers at LTI’s test track. The 1-mile oval test track has two tangent 

sections that exceed 1,500 ft in length. On one of these, a full-scale replication of a common 

lane-closure work zone that passed through a right-hand exit was installed. Six channelization 

scenarios were tested, three with standard orange/white drums and vertical panels marking the 

exits and three with green/yellow devices (Table 1 – yellow highlight). 

 

Method 
Subjects  

A group of 80 Pennsylvania drivers were recruited to participate in the evaluation. The 

subjects were selected to represent the U.S. driving population in age group and gender (Table 

2). 

Table 2. Subject characteristics. 

Age 
Range 

Percent of U.S. 
Driver Population1 

Total Number 
of Subjects 

Number of 
Daytime Subjects 

Number of 
Nighttime Subjects

18-29 21.9 18 9 9 
30-44 29.9 24 12 12 
45-59 27.6 22 11 11 
60+ 20.6 16 8 8 

1U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics 2003. Web: www.fhwa.dot.gov. 
 

Apparatus and Work Zone Design 

The experimental vehicle was a 2006 Chevy Impala instrumented with a NiteStar distance 

measuring computer. A set of standard orange/white drums and vertical panels using Type 3 

(High Intensity) sheeting were provided by Professional Services Industries, Inc. (PSI). The 

green/yellow vertical panels were also provided by PSI. The materials on these experimental 

devices were 3M Type IX (Diamond Grade VIP) for both the green and the fluorescent yellow. 

The green/yellow drum sleeves were provided by Reflexite. The materials on these devices are 

described by the manufacturer simply as “yellow and fluorescent green microprismatic 

retroreflective sheeting” (see Appendix A for photometric detail). The drums and panels were 

spaced 40 ft apart on the tangent sections of the work zone and 20 ft apart in the exit area. When 
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green/yellow exit channelization devices were used, they were extended five devices (for a total 

of 160 ft) upstream along the approaching tangent section of the work zone. 

 

Variables 
The dependent variables (i.e., measures of effectiveness) were: exit detection distance, 

speed (as a surrogate for safety, traffic flow, and driver confidence), and a survey (to evaluate 

channelization device detection, comprehension, and preference). 

 

The independent variables were: subject age and gender, time of day (daytime and night), and 

channelizing device strategy. The channelizing device strategies were as follows (with 

illustrations directly below descriptions): 

1. Standard orange/white drums throughout the work zone [hereinafter referenced as 

“Orange Drum”],  

2. Standard orange/white vertical panels throughout [Orange Panel], 

 

3. Standard orange/white drums on the tangent and green/yellow drums in the exit area. 

[Green Drum], 

4. Standard orange/white vertical panels on the tangent and green/yellow vertical panels in 

the exit area [Green Panel], 
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5. Standard orange/white drums on the tangent and standard orange/white vertical panels in 

the exit area [Orange Drum/Orange Panel], and  

6. Standard orange/white drums on the tangent and green/yellow vertical panels in the exit 

area [Orange Drum/Green Panel]. 

 

 

Procedure 
Forty subjects viewed the scenarios at night (with low-beam headlamps) and 40 

participated under daylight conditions. Each subject was tested individually. When they arrived 

at the test track, the subjects were greeted and asked to sign an informed consent form (Appendix 

B). They were then seated in the driver seat of the experimental vehicle and instructed to drive 

around a curve in the track at 25 mph toward the work zone; to accelerate to 35 mph once they 
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entered the tangent section; and to continue at that speed through the work zone. They were told 

that they would do this eight times and that sometimes they would need to take a right-hand exit 

somewhere within the work zone. They were instructed to exit the travel lane when they felt it 

was safe and appropriate to do so (Appendix C: Subject Instructions).  Mixed within the six 

channelizing device scenarios (that included an exit) were two scenarios where the exit was 

blocked.  These “catch trials” were used to reduce subject “guessing” when reporting exit 

detection. 

 

Once they exited, the subjects were directed to drive back to the starting point at the other side of 

the track. A data collection crew then changed the work zone channelizing device scenario and 

the next scenario was evaluated. This was repeated until the subject drove through all six 

candidate scenarios and two catch trials. The presentation order was counterbalanced between 

subjects to account for any learning or fatigue that may have occurred from one scenario to the 

next (Appendix D).  At the end of the eighth pass, the subjects were asked to drive to the test 

track’s parking lot where they were given a short survey (Figure 1).  The entire session lasted 

approximately 1 hour, for which the subjects were paid $20.00. 

Figure 1: Subject survey. 

 

Data Analysis and Results 
The exit detection distances, the speed at six locations along the work zone, and the results 

of the three survey questions were recorded and analyzed.  The detection distance and speed data 

were analyzed using ANOV techniques. The results of the survey are reported in percentages of 

“yes” and “no” responses. 

 

• Did you notice anything unusual or out of the ordinary about some of the striped 
drums or panels in the work zones you saw today (tonight)?  

o (If they noticed the color of the experimental devices, then they were asked 
the next question.) 

• Do you know what the different color devices are supposed to mean?  

o (If they correctly answered that they were there to mark the exit, then they 
were asked the next question.) 

• Did the new devices help you find the exits? 
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Exit Detection Distance 
Analysis of variance using the general linear model was conducted on the exit detection 

distance data. This analysis revealed a main effect of time of day (F(1,5) = 18.11, p < .001) with 

daytime exit detection distance being on average 34 ft longer than nighttime (177 ft and 143 ft, 

respectively).  There was also a significant main effect of device strategy (F(1,5) = 8.06, p < 

.001) indicating that some of the channelization device strategies performed better than others. 

There was no significant interaction between time of day and device strategy (F(1,5) = 0.39, p = 

0.854).  In other words, the differences in exit detection distance brought about by the six 

channelizing device strategies were of the same order and magnitude during the daytime as at 

night.  

 

To determine which of the device strategies performed better than the others (i.e., to probe the 

significant channelization device strategy main effect), Tukey simultaneous post hoc analyses 

were conducted.  The following are the only statistically significant differences that resulted 

from those analyses (see Table 3 and Figure 2 for mean differences): 

 

1. Green Panel outperformed: 

a. Orange Panel (T(5) = 3.535, p < 0.001) 

b. Orange Drum (T(5) = 4.828, p < 0.001) 

c. Orange Drum/Orange Panel (T(5) = 3.965, p < 0.001) 

2. Green Drum outperformed: 

a. Orange Drum (T(5) = 3.139, p = 0.021) 

3. Orange Drum/Green Panel outperformed: 

a. Orange Panel (T(5) = 3.198, p = 0.017) 

b. Orange Drum (T(5) = 4.483, p < 0.001) 

c. Orange Drum/Orange Panel (T(5) = 3.629, p < 0.001) 

 

Table 3. Mean exit detection distance (ft) by device type and color. 

Device Color  

Channelizing Device Orange/White Green/Yellow 
(Percent Improvement) 

Drum 126.51 170.50 (35%) 
Panels 144.18 193.40 (34%) 
Drums and Panels 138.06 188.70 (37%) 
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Figure 2. Exit detection distance (ft) by device type and color. 

 

Vehicle Speed 
As stated above, the subjects were instructed to maintain a speed of 25 mph through the 

curve approaching the tangent section of the work zone that led to the exit. When they reached 

the tangent, they were instructed to accelerate to 35 mph and maintain that speed through the 

exit.  Vehicle speed data were collected for each of the six channelizing device strategies at six 

points (i.e., events) as the subjects drove through the work zone: 

 

• Event 1: At the beginning of the tangent section 

• Events 2-4: At three points along the tangent section 

• Event 5: At the beginning of the exit taper 

• Event 6: At the end of the exit taper 

 

Analysis of variance using the general linear model was conducted on the speed data at each 

event location to evaluate the effect on speed of time of day, device strategy, and the interaction 

of those two variables. These analyses revealed a significant main effect of time of day at Event 

2 (F(1,5) = 6.31, p = .012) with daytime speeds being on average about 1 mph faster than 

nighttime (33.84 mph and 32.93 mph, respectively).  This was the only statistically significant 
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effect on speed of either of the two variables or their interaction at any of the event locations.  

For the most part vehicle speeds were maintained at an average of approximately 33 mph 

regardless of where the subject was on the tangent or in the exit, time of day, or channelization 

device strategy. 

 

Subject Survey 
At the conclusion of each study session, the subjects were asked three “yes or no” questions 

to determine their recognition, comprehension, and preference for the green/yellow channelizing 

devices.  These data were collected for 77 of the 80 subjects.  For the first question: “Did you 

notice anything unusual or out of the ordinary about some of the striped drums or panels in the 

work zones you saw today (tonight)?” 99 percent of the subjects (76 of 77) responded “yes” and 

that the difference was the color.  For the second question: “Do you know what the different 

color devices are supposed to mean?” 83 percent of the subjects (63 of 76 who responded yes to 

question one) said that they did, and correctly explained that they were there to mark the exit. 

For the third question: “Did the new devices help you find the exits?” 98 percent of the subjects 

(62 of 63 subjects who knew the meaning of the color devices) thought that they did indeed help. 

The percentage of yes and no responses were the same for the daytime and nighttime subjects. 

 

Field Evaluations 
Overview 

The objective of the field evaluations was to test the best alternative delineation strategies 

identified through the test track evaluations discussed above in active work zones on 

Pennsylvania roadways.  Six work zones located on limited-access highways and three on major 

arterials were chosen by PennDOT in consultation with the Penn State research team for 

inclusion in the testing.  Although the Orange Drum/Green Panel condition tested as well as the 

Green Panel, and Green Drum conditions in the test track analyses, PennDOT decided to exclude 

it from the field evaluation due to possible field equipment management issues created by mixing 

devices in a single work zone.  The evaluation, therefore, focused on a comparison between 

existing conditions and an experimental condition where the standard orange and white devices 

in the exit area were replaced with green and yellow devices of the same type.  The exact 

spacing, placement, and number of experimental devices was a function of the conditions at the 

specific work zones and were decided upon in consultation with the PennDOT technical staff. 
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Limited Access Highway Test Sites 
Route 220 

The northbound Mill Hall exit of Route 220 in the Lock Haven, PA area of PennDOT 

Engineering District 2-0 was one of the sites selected for evaluation (Figure 3).  The evaluation 

for this location began on the morning of May 5th, 2008 and ended on the evening of May 16th, 

2008.  

 

 
Figure 3. PennDOT map of Rt. 220 test site area. 

 

Five green/yellow drums were placed on the mainline, upstream of the exit ramp taper and four 

green/yellow drums were placed on either side of the tapered exit ramp (Figure 4, bottom photo).  

The drums were spaced 100 ft apart on the mainline until 300 ft upstream of the ramp transition, 

where they were reduced to 30 ft apart, and they were further reduced to 20 ft apart on either side 

of the ramp. 
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Figure 4. Route 220 standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 

I-84 
The Tafton, Promised Land State Park exit (Exit 26) of I-84 eastbound in the Scranton, PA 

area of PennDOT Engineering District 4-0 also served as a field study site (Figure 5).  The 

evaluation for this location began on the morning of July 7th, 2008 and ended on the morning of 

July 25th, 2008.   

 

 
Figure 5. PennDOT map of I-84 test site area. 
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Five green/yellow drums were placed on the mainline, upstream of the exit ramp taper and five 

green/yellow drums were placed on either side of the tapered exit ramp (Figure 6, bottom photo).  

The drums were spaced 80 ft apart on the mainline and 40 ft apart on either side of the ramp. 

 

 
Figure 6. I-84 standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 
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I-99 
The north and southbound exits of I-99 at the Rt. 22 interchange, and Exit 41 (Bellwood) 

and Exit 39 (Pinecroft) along Interstate 99 southbound in the Altoona, PA area of PennDOT 

Engineering District 9-0 served as four other field sites (Figure 7 shows all four sites in two red 

circles).  The evaluation for the I-99/Rt. 22 interchanges began on August 4th, 2008 and ended on 

August 22nd, 2008.  The evaluation for Exits 41 and 39 began on the morning of October 13th, 

2008 and ended on the evening of October 31st, 2008.   

 

 
Figure 7. PennDOT map of I-99 test site areas. 

 
On the northbound exit of the I-99/Rt. 22 interchange, four green/yellow drums spaced 30 ft 

apart were placed on the mainline, upstream of the exit ramp taper, and green/yellow drums were 

extended throughout either side of the tapered exit ramp (Figure 8 bottom photo).  Immediately 

upstream from the exit ramp (not visible in the photo) was a 325-ft section of concrete barrier.  

Typical orange and white drums, spaced 40 ft apart, were used upstream from the concrete 

barrier.  
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Figure 8. I-99/Rt 22 interchange north, standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 
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On the southbound exit of the I-99/Rt. 22 interchange, four green/yellow drums spaced 10 ft 

apart were placed on the mainline, upstream of the exit ramp taper, and green/yellow drums were 

extended throughout either side of the tapered exit ramp (Figure 9, bottom photo).  Immediately 

upstream from the exit ramp was a 200-ft section of concrete barrier.  Typical orange and white 

drums, spaced 40 ft apart, were used upstream from the concrete barrier.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. I-99/Rt. 22 interchange south, standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 
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For the Bellwood and Pinecroft interchanges, five green/yellow drums were placed on the 

mainline upstream of the exit ramp taper, and green/yellow drums were extended throughout 

either side of the tapered exit ramp.  The orange/white drums were spaced 80 ft apart on the 

mainline until 200 ft upstream of the ramp transition, where the green/yellow drum spacing was 

reduced to 40 ft (Figures 10 and 11, bottom photos). 

 

 
Figure 10. I-99 Exit 41 standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 
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Figure 11. I-99 Exit 39 standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 

 

Major Arterial Sites 
Route 22 

The Stone Jug Road intersection of Route 22 East in the Blairsville, PA area of PennDOT 

Engineering District 12-0 was selected as one of the arterial sites (Figure 12).  This evaluation 

began on the morning of June 3rd, 2008 and ended on the evening of June 13th, 2008.  
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Figure 12. PennDOT map of Rt. 22 test site area. 

 

While the detailed implementation (i.e., number and spacing) of the experimental devices for 

limited access highways was developed in the human factors evaluation of Task 2 and 

thoroughly evaluated in the Task 3 test track study, the research team still had to decide on an 

implementation strategy for arterials.  With more irregular changes in horizontal and vertical 

curvature and numerous access points, major arterials lack the uniformity and consistency of 

limited-access highways.  To establish a protocol for the deployment of the experimental 

channelizing devices, it was decided that the full Penn State research team should meet with 

PennDOT District 12-0 and central office personnel at the Route 22 site.  During that meeting, 

the number of green/yellow panels placed on the mainline up and downstream of the 

intersection, and their spacing, was varied and Penn State’s lead researchers drove with 

PennDOT’s district and central office representatives past the intersection in both east and 

westbound directions to consider the relative effectiveness of the layouts.  After considering six 

designs, a single deployment strategy was selected based on the consensus of this expert group. 
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The result was that four green/yellow panels were placed on the mainline upstream and four 

green/yellow panels downstream of the intersection, spaced 20 ft apart; the orange and white 

panels upstream and downstream of the experimental panels were spaced at 80 ft.  The four 

green/yellow panels on either side of Stone Jug Road (the minor cross street) were spaced 

approximately 15 ft apart (Figure 13). 

 

 
Figure 13. Route 22 standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 
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Route 29 
The two business driveways of Wachovia Bank and Burger King along Route 29 (both 

Southbound) in the Tunkhannock, PA area of PennDOT Engineering District 4-0 were selected 

for evaluation (Figure 14).  The evaluation for this location began on the morning of July 7th, 

2008 and ended on the morning of July 25th, 2008.   

 

 
Figure 14. PennDOT map of Rt. 29 test site area. 
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Four green/yellow drums, spaced 15 ft apart, were placed on either side of the Burger King 

driveway entrance (Rt. 29 - Site 1).  The orange/white drums on the mainline upstream and 

downstream from the driveway were spaced 60 ft apart.  The green/yellow drums were not 

extended into the business driveway (Figure 15, bottom photo).  Three green/yellow drums, 

spaced 10 ft apart, were placed on either side of the Wachovia Bank driveway entrance (Rt. 29 - 

Site 2).  The orange and white drums on the mainline upstream and downstream from the 

driveway entrance were spaced 40 ft apart (Figure 16, bottom photo).   

 

 
Figure 15. Route 29 - Site 1: standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 
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Figure 16. Route 29 - Site 2: standard and experimental channelizing device layout. 

 

Data Collection Procedure 
Overview 

The data collection took place over 2- to 3-week periods at each test site with an 

approximately equal number of days devoted to each of the three treatment conditions (A-B-A): 

 

• A: Standard channelizing devices (i.e., orange/white), 

• B: Experimental green/yellow channelizing devices, and  

• A: Original standard devices re-installed. 
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Videotape 
Portions of the work zones approaching the exits were videotaped with cameras mounted on 

tripods.  The taping took place from the closed right shoulder or closed right lane depending on 

the work zone configuration.  After preliminary experimentation at the Rt. 220 site, it was 

determined that videotaping should be conducted during two 2-hour periods for each 24-hour 

cycle.  Two hours were in daylight and two at night.  Upon review of the initial video footage, 

the research team settled on a strategy wherein half of the videotaping would take place far 

enough upstream of the exit to detect early braking and turn-signal activation.  The other half 

would take place near the exit to provide high-resolution detection of any erratic, last-minute 

maneuvers.  Through pilot testing, it was also determined that the cameras should be set at a 

mounting height of approximately 10 ft from the road surface to provide better visibility of the 

mainline and exiting vehicles (Figure 17).  It was originally envisioned that speed information 

could be gleaned from the videotapes; however, because of foreshortening and compression 

effect on the videotaped images, that turned out not to be the case.  Some speed data were 

collected using Lidar at one of the highway sites, but the results were inconclusive.  These 

factors, in addition to the inconclusive speed effect results found in the literature and lack of 

speed effect in the test track portion of this research, led to the exclusion of speed data as a 

variable in the open field tests. 

 

 
Figure 17. Test site setup, I-84 example. 
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Surveys 
A survey instrument was developed (Figure 18) based in part on the surveys used in the 

Gannett Fleming (2004) research, the results of the test track surveys, and on the specific goals 

of the present research.  The objective of this survey was to determine driver satisfaction with 

and understanding of the experimental treatments.  To reflect comments by the FHWA made 

midway through the research, the table was later modified, adding the question, “What do you 

think the different color barrels (or panels) mean. Why do you think that?”  The answers to these 

questions were all variants of: “That there was an exit.” and “Because they were different from 

the normal orange devices.”   

 

The experimenters set up stationary traffic control within the exit area with one experimenter 

stopping drivers with a STOP/SLOW paddle and the other one asking the short series of 

interview questions.  Each interview took less than 1 minute.  

 

How often do you use this exit? Daily Weekly Seldom 1st Time 
When exiting, would you say 
finding where to leave the 
highway was: 

Very Easy  Neither Easy 
nor Difficult  Very Difficult 

If experimental conditions were present, the next question was asked. 
Was there anything different 
about the barrels (or panels) 
near the exit? 

Yes No 

If yes, the next question was asked. 
Did the different colored barrels 
(or panels) help you find the 
exit? 

Yes No 

Figure 18. Driver survey instrument. 

 

Results 
Video Data Collection 

The following discussion includes the results from five limited-access highways (I-84, I-

99/Rt. 22 Interchange north and southbound and I-99 Exit 41 (Bellwood) and Exit 39 (Pinecroft), 

and the two major arterial interchanges on Rt. 29.  The additional limited-access highway site 

(Rt. 220) and major arterial site (Rt. 22) were originally classified as pilot test sites and are 

discussed separately.  
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Across the five highway locations and two camera positions (one mounted upstream and one 

near the intersection, driveway, or interchange area), a total of 93,902 vehicles were captured on 

videotape.  Of those, 22,921 vehicles were exiting at the selected intersections, driveways, or 

interchanges.  Of the 68,304 observed during the standard orange and white device application, 

16,335 were exits.  Of the 25,598 observed during the experimental green and white conditions, 

6,586 were exits.  At the two arterial sites, a total of 61,131 vehicles were videotaped at the two 

camera positions.  Of those, 2,870 exited at one or the other of the two target intersections, 

43,000 were during the standard application with 1,770 exits, while 18,131 were during the 

experimental conditions with 1,100 exits captured on tape. 

 

There were a total of 25 erratic maneuvers videotaped on the highway sites.  These were all 

identified as excursions into the work zone.  Of these, only four were during the G/W condition 

and all four of those were at the I-99/Rt 22 northbound site.  At that site, 12 excursions into the 

work zone were identified under the standard O/W conditions.  A total of only four erratic 

maneuvers were identified at the arterial sites.  Three of these were missed exits (they exited into 

the entrance) and one was an excursion into the work zone.  All occurred under the standard 

O/W conditions. 

 

Two highway sites enabled the researchers to look at the percentage of exiting drivers who 

activated their turn signals as a function of time of day and device type (i.e., standard versus 

experimental).  At the I-99 Pinecroft interchange, 99 percent of drivers exiting with the 

experimental conditions in the daytime used their turn signals (94 percent at night) while 88 

percent did so under the standard conditions under both day and night conditions.  The 

improvement in turn-signal usage was even greater at the I-99/22S interchange, where in the 

daytime 73 percent of drivers who exited under the experimental green/yellow conditions 

activated their turn signals compared to only 48 percent of those exiting under normal 

conditions.  At night, those numbers changed to 90 percent and 61 percent, respectively. 

 

The additional two sites discussed above (the limited-access highway site on Rt. 220 and the 

major arterial site on Rt. 22) were classified as pilot sites and were mainly used to test the 

alternative delineation strategies developed through analytical evaluation and full-scale test track 

simulation in earlier tasks and to refine and validate the set of proposed field data collection 
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procedures in a real-world environment.  On Rt. 22, in the daytime 3,279 cars passed the site 

under standard orange and white conditions and 4,346 passed the site while the experimental 

devices were deployed.  At night 843 cars passed the standard devices and 650 passed the 

experimental devices.  There were no erratic maneuvers recorded under either of the device 

conditions during the day or at night.  There were problems with the videos from the Rt. 220 site 

resulting from the fact that the research team was using the site to pilot test various mountings 

and placements of the video recorders for the purposes of developing the best techniques to use 

at the rest of the sites.  Therefore, the results of the Rt. 220 videotapes will not be presented here; 

however, the survey results from this site will be discussed along with the survey results from all 

the other sites in the following section. 

 

Surveys 
A total of 549 surveys were administered to motorists as they exited the work zones. Of 

those, 246 survey participants had passed through a standard work zone with orange and white 

channelizing devices and 303 had passed through work zones with the experimental green and 

yellow devices.  A total of 311 of the 549 surveys took place on limited-access highway exit 

ramps and 238 on arterial cross streets.  Of the highway exits, 145 drivers had passed standard 

orange and white devices, while 166 had passed experimental green and yellow devices.  For the 

arterial sites, 101 were standard devices and 137 were experimental (see Appendix E).  

 

Overall, 75 percent of the drivers who were exposed to the green and yellow devices stated that 

the exits were either “easy” or “very easy” to find, a 12 percent improvement over the results for 

the standard devices.  More dramatically, 40 percent of the drivers in the experimental condition 

reported that the exit was “very easy” to find compared to only 11 percent in the standard orange 

and white condition.  Breaking the result down by functional roadway type, on highways, 15 

percent of drivers in the orange and white condition reported exits were “very easy” to see versus 

55 percent in the green and yellow condition; and on the more challenging arterials only 4 

percent found the exits “very easy” to find under standard orange and white conditions while 20 

percent said they were “very easy” to find with the inclusion of the green and yellow devices.  

 

In the 303 surveys where the drivers had passed the experimental green and yellow devices they 

were asked two follow-up questions: “Was there anything different about the barrels (or panels) 
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near the exit?” and if they answered yes, “Did the different colored barrels (or panels) help you 

find the exit?”  Overall, 82 percent of the subjects reported that some of the devices were of a 

different color; of those, 90 percent stated that the different color devices helped them find the 

exit.  The results were slightly more positive on the arterial sections than the highway section, 

with 85 percent on arterials (versus 74 percent on highways) noticing a difference and 94 percent 

on arterials (versus 86 percent on highways) saying that the different colors helped.  

 

The responses were further broken down as a function of driver familiarity with the exit.  They 

were asked to report if they used the exit: daily, weekly, seldom, or if this was their first time 

(Table 4).  Overall, 97 percent of the drivers surveyed had used the exit or intersection at least 

once prior to the survey.   

 

The improvement from standard to experimental devices was most pronounced in the Highway 

conditions.  However, perhaps the most interesting finding here was that the most frequent users 

(i.e., daily and weekly) were the ones who benefited most from the introduction of the 

experimental devices.  It might be natural to hypothesize that the new devices would be most 

helpful to drivers unfamiliar with the location of the exit (i.e., infrequent and first-time users), 

but this turned out not to be the case, although there was still a strong effect for the “seldom” 

category of highway drivers.  Finally, the percentages of those in the experimental conditions 

who noticed the devices, and the percentages of those who thought they helped find the exit, 

appear to be relatively unaffected by familiarity with the exit or intersection. 
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Table 4. Survey results by roadway classification, device color, and driver familiarity. 

Classification 
Device Color 
Familiarity 

Number of 
Respondents 

Percent who 
thought it was 
“very easy” to 
find the exit 

Percent who noticed 
the experimental 

devices 

Percent who thought 
the experimental 

devices helped 

Highway 312 

O/W 144 
   

Daily 58 26 NA NA 

Weekly 43 7 NA NA 

Seldom 36 6 NA NA 

1st Time 7 29 NA NA 

G/Y 168  

Daily 85 67 73 84 

Weekly 53 40 76 92 

Seldom 26 50 73 86 

1st Time 4 25 75 100 

Arterial 238 

O/W 101 
   

Daily 19 11 NA NA 

Weekly 52 4 NA NA 

Seldom 29 7 NA NA 

1st Time 1 0 NA NA 

G/Y 137  

Daily 45 44 89 92 

Weekly 57 14 84 98 

Seldom 29 0 83 87 

1st Time 6 0 83 100 
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Conclusions 
 When drivers are passing through a lane-closure work zone that extends through their 

exit or intersection, they must be able to determine where the exit is along the string of orange 

and white drums or panels (Figure 19).  Often the only cue is a break between the devices. 

Figure 19. Example from the MUTCD of lane closure on an exit approach. 

 

The foreshortening effect of viewing devices from the roadway makes it difficult to find that 

break at a reasonable distance, and faulty placement or loss of a device due to other extraneous 

events may look like an exit.  This has resulted in reports of erratic maneuvers, driver confusion, 

and dangerous excursions into the work zone.  PennDOT wanted a low-cost safety strategy to 

deal with this problem, and settled on using alternate-color channelizing devices to mark exits.  

In 2002, a Pooled Fund Study evaluated the effects of such devices on four-lane highways with 

no significant speed reduction.  However, in 2005, Gannett Fleming evaluated both a four-lane 

highway and three arterials and found a 50 percent reduction in erratic maneuvers and an 84 

percent driver preference for the experimental devices.  However, the FHWA required that 

PennDOT conduct additional experimentation before the federal agency would give final 

approval to use the new devices statewide.  The current report described that study, which 

included a literature review, a human factors expert evaluation of the devices at LTI’s test track, 

a full-scale test track simulation using subjects selected from the driving population, and full-
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scale field tests in nine active work zones: six on limited-access highways and three on major 

arterials. 

 

In summary, the findings for all the tasks completed (i.e., literature review, expert human factor 

evaluation, test track Pennsylvania driver simulation, and live work zone field study) showed a 

positive effect of deploying alternate devices in work zones that pass through an interchange, 

intersection, or driveway.  The predominance of the relatively small research history on this topic 

indicated improvements in erratic maneuvers and in some cases in traffic flow (speed).  The 

conclusion of the expert human factor analysis was that the inclusion of green and yellow 

devices in the exit taper and upstream into the tangent section could provide better positive 

guidance (than a continuation of orange and white devices) to drivers intending to exit.  In other 

words, the alternate devices provide better hazard visibility, reduced driver expectancy violation, 

reduced information load, and improved level of information need.  The test track Pennsylvania 

driver evaluation found that although there was no effect on vehicle speed, the green and yellow 

devices produced significantly longer exit detection distances and the associated survey 

demonstrated that the drivers noticed the experimental devices, knew what they meant, and 

thought they were helpful in finding the exits.  The open road, live work-zone field evaluation 

showed a substantial decrease in excursions into the work zone when the experimental green and 

yellow channelizing devices were deployed and improvements in turn-signal activation. The 

associated survey was overwhelmingly positive, with a much higher percentage of drivers stating 

that it was either “easy” or “very easy” to find the interchange, intersection, or driveway when 

they were delineated with the experimental devices.   

 

Based on these results, it is the opinion of the authors that using non-standard color channelizing 

devices to delineate paths to freeway and arterial exits and arterial driveway entrances in work 

zones would provide a substantial safety benefit.  The authors strongly recommend that 

PennDOT be allowed to deploy these devices throughout the state.  While the selection of exact 

colors to be used was not a part of this evaluation, the researchers believe that the green and 

yellow devices tested provide sufficient contrast to standard orange and white devices for drivers 

to readily differentiate between the two.  While the type of retroreflective material was also not a 

part of this research, the results of the study show that the materials used in this study were 

sufficient to produce a positive effect under nighttime driving conditions. 
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Product Bulletin 
 
Barrel Sleeve 
 
The Product 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve is made from fabric 
reinforced microprism retroreflective sheeting.   
 
Construction 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve consists of a yellow and  
fluorescent green microprismatic retroreflective 
sheeting heat sealed to a heavy duty vinyl coated 
fabric.  The sizes of the sleeve shall be those 
specified by the purchasing agency. 
 
Microprismatic Sheeting Requirements 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve consist of a high gloss 
transparent UV stabilized film bonded to a layer of 
cube corner prisms. There are not less than 64,000 
prisms per square inch. 
 
Reflectivity 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve shall have the minimum 
coefficient of retroreflection shown in Table 1 when 
tested in accordance with ASTM E810, “Standard 
Test Method for Coefficient of Retroreflection of 
Retroreflective Sheeting”.  
 
Daytime Color 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve conforms to the daytime 
color requirements in Table 2 when tested in 
accordance with ASTM D4956.  The four pairs of 

coordinates determine the acceptable color when 
measured with standard illuminant D65. 
 
Note: Prolonged outdoor exposure of the fluorescent 

green material may result in a noticeble color 
change. It is the responsibility of the user to 
evaluate the appropriateness of the material for 
their application and outdoor requirements. 

 
Impact Resistance 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve shall show no signs of 
cracking or delaminating outside the actual area of 
impact when subjected to an impact of 11.3 N•m 
(100 inch-pound) generated by a 1.8kg (4.0 pound) 
weight with a 16mm (0.625") rounded tip on a 
Gardner variable impact tester, IG-1120, as per 
ASTM D4956. 
 
Enhanced Surface Preparation (ESP) 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve has a unique Enhanced 
Surface Preparation (ESP), which reduces the 
amount of dust, dirt and other road grime that can 
stick to Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve. 
 
Solvent Resistance 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeves will not dissolve, blister, 
or pucker when wiped with a soft cloth wet with 
kerosene, mineral spirits, turpentine, VM&P 
Naphtha, 5% HCL, NaOH, or methanol. 
 
Specular Gloss 
 
Reflexite’s Barrel Sleeve has a specular gloss not 
less than 40 when tested in accordance with ASTM 
D4956, section 7.12.

 
 

TABLE 1 
COEFFICIENT OF RETROREFLECTION 

(Candelas/Lux/Square Meter) 

Observation Angle Entrance Angle Yellow Fl. Green 

0.20º - 4º 350 140 

0.20º + 30º 140 55 

0.50º - 4º 160 64 

0.50º + 30º 60 24 
 



 

 

TABLE 2 
DAYTIME COLOR SPECIFICATION LIMITS 

Chromaticity Coordinates* 

Color 
1 2 3 4 Luminance 

Factor (Y%) 

x y x y x y x y Min. Max. 

Yellow 0.498 0.412 0.557 0.442 0.479 0.520 0.438 0.472 15 45 

Fluorescent 
Green 0.201 0.776 0.285 0.441 0.356 0.494 0.387 0.610 25 --- 

* The four pairs of chromaticity coordinates determine the acceptable color in terms of the CIE 1931 
Standard 
   Colorimetric System measured with CIE Standard Illuminant D65. 
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Appendix B  
Informed Consent Form 
The Pennsylvania State University 
 
 
Title of Project:  Evaluation of Striped Vertical Panels in Temporary Traffic Control Zones 
 
Principal Investigator:  
Martin Pietrucha,  
201 Transportation Research Building,  
University Park, PA 16802 
814-865-9951 
mtp5@psu.edu   
 
 
Other Investigator(s): 
Philip Garvey 
201 Transportation Research Building,  
University Park, PA 16802 
814-863-7929 
pmg4@psu.edu 
 

Purpose of the Study: Drivers often have difficulty finding exits in construction work zones. The purpose of this 
study is to test new signs that will help drivers find these exits. 
 
Procedures to be followed: You will be asked to drive a car around the test track through simulated 
construction work zones.  You will be asked to exit multiple times at the simulated construction sites. While 
you drive you will be observed by an experimenter who will be with you in the vehicle.  Prior to driving the 
vehicle you will be asked to read a standard eye chart to test your visual acuity and a standard color vision 
chart to test your color vision. You will be provided with the results of those tests at the conclusion of your 
participation in the research. 

 
1. Discomforts and Risks:   
 

The test track is a closed loop facility. You may find it uncomfortable to drive an unfamiliar car. While there is 
always a chance that an accident will occur whenever you drive a car, you will only be driving at low speeds (less 
than 35 mph) and will be the only vehicle on the track. Also, an experimenter will be with you at all times, seat 
belts will be worn, and the vehicle will be equiped with airbags. 

 
2. Benefits: You will also leave with a greater understanding of construction work zone signs and how to safely exit 

a work zone. 
 

The benefits to society include fewer work zone related crashes, injuries, and deaths, and less traffic in work 
zones. 

  
3. Duration/Time:  
 

Your participation in this research will last one hour. 
 
4. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. The data (co-owned by 

PennDOT) will be stored and secured at the Transportation Research Building on the University Park Campus 
in a locked file; they will be stored there for the length of time required by federal regulations/funding source 
and then destroyed after a minimum of three years. The Office of Human Research Protections in the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, the Office for Research Protections at Penn State and the 

ORP USE ONLY: IRB# 26022 Doc.# 1
The Pennsylvania State University 
Office for Research Protections 
Approval Date: 07/25/07 M. Becker 
Expiration Date: 07/18/08 M. Becker 
Biomedical Institutional Review Board 
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Biomedical Institutional Review Board may review records related to this project. In the event of a 
publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable information will be shared. 
 

5. Right to Ask Questions: You can ask questions about this research. Contact Philip Garvey at (814) 863-7929 
with questions. You can also call this number if you have complaints or concerns about this research, or if 
you feel that you have been harmed by the research study. If you have questions about your rights as a 
research participant, or you have concerns or general questions about the research, contact Penn State 
University’s Office for Research Protections at (814) 865-1775. You may also call this number if you cannot 
reach the research team or wish to talk to someone else. 

 
6. Payment for participation:  
 
You will be paid $20.00 for your participation. 
 
7. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop at any time. You do 

not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer. Refusal to take part in or withdrawing from this 
study will involve no penalty or loss of benefits you would receive otherwise. 

 
In the unlikely event you become injured as a result of your participation in this study, medical care is 
available but neither financial compensation nor free medical treatment is provided.  By signing this 
document, you are not waiving any rights that you have against The Pennsylvania State University for injury 
resulting from negligence of the University or its investigators. 
 
You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to take part in this research study.  If you agree to take part in this 
research study and the information outlined above, please sign your name and indicate the date below.   
 
You will be given a copy of this signed and dated consent form for your records. 
 
_____________________________________________  _____________________ 
Participant Signature       Date 
 
 
_____________________________________________  _____________________ 
Person Obtaining Consent      Date 



Appendix C:  Subject Instructions 
 
Hi, thanks for coming, my name is {state name}. Before we get started I’d like you to get 
in the driver’s side of the car and take a moment to read and sign this informed consent 
form. {Keep the signed copy, give them a blank.} 
 
Thank you, do you have any questions? Okay, let’s get started. {At night make sure low 
beams are on.} 
 
I’m going to ask you to drive onto the test track. {Direct them to exit the parking lot 
driving on the concrete until you get to the track and turn right on the track driving over 
the bridge to the middle of the tangent section.}  
 
I’m going to read you some instructions so that everybody who participates gets the exact 
same information.  
 
{You can adlib the previous sections, but from here on I want you to read them to the 
subjects exactly as written.} 
 
On the other side of the track we’ve set up a construction work zone. In a moment I’m 
going to ask you to drive at 25 mph around a right hand curve ahead keeping in the right 
lane.  
 
Toward the end of the curve you’ll see some orange and white drums or panels marking 
the left and right side of the road like you’d see at an actual work zone. I want you to 
drive between the drums or panels. 
 
As you come out of the curve into the straight section I’d like you to increase your speed 
to 35 mph keeping close to the drums or panels on your right. 
 
As you drive through the work zone I want you to look ahead on your right to try to find 
an exit. Sometimes there will be an exit and sometimes there won’t. There will not be any 
exit signs, so you’ll have to find the exits without them.  
 
As soon as you’re certain there’s going to be an exit I’d like you to either say “EXIT,” 
turn on your blinker, or both.  
 
When you get to the exit I’d like you to take it.  
 
When there is no exit I’d just like you to continue driving straight through the entire work 
zone toward the next curve.  
 
Do you have any questions?  
 
Okay, I’ll be asking you to drive around the test track eight times. 
 
If you’re ready you can go ahead and start driving. 
 



{At the end of the first run repeat the instructions including the speeds (25 then 35 mph) 
and what to do when they detect an exit} 
At the end of all eight runs have the subject drive back to the parking lot and record their 
responses to the following sequence of questions: 
 

• Did you notice anything different about some of the work zones you just passed 
through?  

o (If they noticed the experimental devices, then ask the next question) 

• Do you know what the different color barrels (or panels) mean?  

o (If they correctly answer that they are to mark the exit, then ask the next 
question) 

• Did the new devices help you find the exits? 

 
Pay them the $20 and make sure they have the blank consent form. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix D:  Scenario Order 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ORDER A 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ORDER B 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ORDER C 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before



 
 

 
 

ORDER D 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ORDER E 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before
 



 
 

 
 

ORDER F 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 



 
 

 
 

ORDER G 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 



 
 
 

 
 

ORDER H 
 
 

Transition Before Ramp Nearside Ramp Farside Tangent Beyond 
Condition Device Color Device Color Device Color Device Color 

 
Comments 

Test 2 (Catch Trial Panels) Close Exit with Orange Panels Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 3 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 

Test 4 Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Panels G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 5 Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 6 (Catch Trial Drums) Close Exit with Orange Drums Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 7 (Baseline Drums) Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 8 Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums G/Y Drums O/W O/W Drums on tangent before

Test 1 (Baseline Panels) Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W Panels O/W O/W Panels on tangent before 



 
FOR ARTERIAL       
For all O/W Barrel 
conditions 1 - 4, 2 - 44, 3 - 39, 4 - 11, 5 - 3 N/A N/A 
For all G/Y Barrel 
conditions 1 - 28, 2 - 59, 3 - 40, 4 - 10, 5 - 0 No - 20, Yes - 116, Not sure - 1 No - 7, Yes - 107, Not sure - 5 
        
O/W       
Daily 1 - 2, 2 - 14, 3 - 2, 4 - 1, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
Weekly 1 - 2, 2 - 23, 3 - 23, 4 - 2, 5 - 2 N/A N/A 
Seldom 1 - 2, 2 - 7, 3 - 13, 4 - 6, 5 - 1 N/A N/A 
1st Time 1 - 0, 2 - 0, 3 - 1, 4 - 0, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
        
G/Y       
Daily 1 - 20, 2 - 20, 3 - 5, 4 - 0, 5 - 0 No - 5, Yes - 39, Not sure - 0 No - 3, Yes - 34, Not sure - 4 
Weekly 1 - 8, 2 - 19, 3 - 24, 4 - 6, 5 - 0 No - 9, Yes - 48, Not sure - 1 No - 1, Yes - 48, Not sure - 0 
Seldom 1 - 0, 2 - 17, 3 - 9, 4 - 3, 5 - 0 No - 5, Yes - 24, Not sure - 0 No - 3, Yes - 20, Not sure - 1 
1st Time 1 - 0, 2 - 3, 3 - 2, 4 - 1, 5 - 0 No - 1, Yes - 5, Not sure - 0 No - 0, Yes - 5, Not sure - 0 

 



Appendix E: Survey Results 

 

 

When exiting, would you say finding 
where to leave the highway was: 1 
“very easy” … 5 “very difficult” 

Was there anything different about 
the drums or panels? Did the different color barrels help 

FOR ALL       
For all O/W Barrel 
conditions 1 - 26, 2 - 130, 3 - 67, 4 - 20, 5 - 3 N/A N/A 
For all G/Y Barrel 
conditions 1 - 120, 2 - 106, 3 - 64, 4 - 10, 5 - 3 No - 67, Yes - 248, Not sure - 1 No - 22, Yes - 199, Not sure - 7 
        
        
FOR HIGHWAY       
For all O/W Barrel 
conditions 1 - 22, 2 - 86, 3 - 28, 4 - 9, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
For all G/Y Barrel 
conditions 1 - 92, 2 - 47, 3 - 24, 4 - 0, 5 - 3 No - 47, Yes - 132, Not sure - 0 No - 15, Yes - 92, Not sure - 3 
        
O/W       
Daily 1 - 15, 2 - 38, 3 - 3, 4 - 2, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
Weekly 1 - 3, 2 - 24, 3 - 14, 4 - 2, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
Seldom 1 - 2, 2 - 22, 3 - 8, 4 - 4, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
1st Time 1 - 2, 2 - 1, 3 - 3, 4 - 1, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
        
G/Y       
Daily 1 - 56, 2 - 19, 3 - 8, 4 - 0, 5 - 2 No - 25, Yes - 66, Not sure - 4 No - 9, Yes - 47, Not sure - 2 
Weekly 1 - 21, 2 - 15, 3 - 16, 4 - 1, 5 - 0 No - 13, Yes - 42, Not sure - 1 No - 3, Yes - 34, Not sure - 1 
Seldom 1 - 13, 2 - 9, 3 - 3, 4 - 0, 5 - 1 No - 8, Yes - 22, Not sure - 0 No - 3, Yes - 18, Not sure - 0 
1st Time 1 - 2, 2 - 1, 3 - 1, 4 - 0, 5 - 0 No - 1, Yes - 3, Not sure - 0 No - 0, Yes - 3, Not sure - 0 



 
FOR ARTERIAL       
For all O/W Barrel 
conditions 1 - 4, 2 - 44, 3 - 39, 4 - 11, 5 - 3 N/A N/A 
For all G/Y Barrel 
conditions 1 - 28, 2 - 59, 3 - 40, 4 - 10, 5 - 0 No - 20, Yes - 116, Not sure - 1 No - 7, Yes - 107, Not sure - 5 
        
O/W       
Daily 1 - 2, 2 - 14, 3 - 2, 4 - 1, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
Weekly 1 - 2, 2 - 23, 3 - 23, 4 - 2, 5 - 2 N/A N/A 
Seldom 1 - 2, 2 - 7, 3 - 13, 4 - 6, 5 - 1 N/A N/A 
1st Time 1 - 0, 2 - 0, 3 - 1, 4 - 0, 5 - 0 N/A N/A 
        
G/Y       
Daily 1 - 20, 2 - 20, 3 - 5, 4 - 0, 5 - 0 No - 5, Yes - 39, Not sure - 0 No - 3, Yes - 34, Not sure - 4 
Weekly 1 - 8, 2 - 19, 3 - 24, 4 - 6, 5 - 0 No - 9, Yes - 48, Not sure - 1 No - 1, Yes - 48, Not sure - 0 
Seldom 1 - 0, 2 - 17, 3 - 9, 4 - 3, 5 - 0 No - 5, Yes - 24, Not sure - 0 No - 3, Yes - 20, Not sure - 1 
1st Time 1 - 0, 2 - 3, 3 - 2, 4 - 1, 5 - 0 No - 1, Yes - 5, Not sure - 0 No - 0, Yes - 5, Not sure - 0 
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